FOOTHILL COLLEGE
ACCREDITATION

ISER Large Group Meeting

December 13, 2022
AGENDA

• ISER Team Wrap-Up – Wed, Jan 18th
• Evidence Wrap-up
EVIDENCE WRAP-UP

• Finalize evidence identified for Standard area due Dec 22\textsuperscript{nd}
• Identify outstanding evidence items
• Complete crosswalk
If evidence is in progress (ongoing efforts to be captured in the future) or missing (could not be found) by Dec 22\textsuperscript{nd}, highlight the individual standard statement in yellow.

ALO will begin reviewing the crosswalks the week of Jan 9\textsuperscript{th}. 
If the standard statement explicitly calls out for comparable instruction/services regardless of location and delivery, then include the following evidence:

- Main campus
- Sunnyvale
- Off-campus
- Online
- In-person
- Baccalaureate